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The ﬂuence and isotopic composition of solar wind xenon have been determined from silicon collector targets ﬂown on the
NASA Genesis mission. A protocol was developed to extract gas quantitatively from samples of 9–25 mm2, and xenon mea-
sured using the RELAX mass spectrometer. The ﬂuence of implanted solar wind xenon is 1.202(87)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2,
which equates to a ﬂux of 5.14(21)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2 year1 at the L1 point. This value is in good agreement with those
reported in other studies. The isotopic composition of the solar wind is consistent with that extracted from the young lunar
regolith and other Genesis collector targets.
The more precise xenon isotopic data derived from the Genesis mission conﬁrm models of relationships among planetary
xenon signatures. The underlying composition of Xe-Q is mass fractionated solar wind; small, varying contributions of Xe-
HL and 129Xe from 129I decay are present in reported meteorite analyses. In contrast, an s-process deﬁcit is apparent in Xe-P3,
which appears to have been mass fractionated to the same extent as Xe-Q from a precursor composition, suggesting similar
trapping mechanisms. Solar wind xenon later evolved by the addition of 1% (at 132Xe) of s-process xenon to this precursor.
As an alternative model to a single source reservoir for Xe-P3, we propose that trapping of xenon onto carbonaceous carriers
has been an ongoing process across galactic history, and that preparation of the residues in which Xe-P3 has been identiﬁed
preferentially preserves longer lived host phases; a higher proportion of these sample xenon isotopic compositions from earlier
in galactic chemical evolution, allowing the s-process deﬁcit to become apparent. The relationships among SW-Xe, Xe-Q and
Xe-P3 predict that the 124Xe/132Xe ratio for the solar wind is 0.00481(6).
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. INTRODUCTION
The solar system is believed to have formed from a
molecular cloud which collapsed to form an early star
and an accretion disk known as the solar nebula (e.g. Rus-
sell, 2007). The planets and other solar system bodies
formed in this disk. The formation processes of solar sys-0016-7037 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2013.09.007
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(S.A. Crowther).
Open access untem bodies left traces in their elemental and isotopic com-
positions, but to fully interpret them it is necessary to
know the bulk elemental and isotopic composition of the
solar nebula from which the bodies formed. This can be
achieved by measuring the solar composition. The sun
accounts for 99.86% of the mass of the solar system so its
initial composition was the average starting composition
of a well mixed solar system. With the exceptions of
deuterium and lithium, the mean elemental and isotopic
compositions of the solar photosphere, as sampled by the
solar wind, are believed to represent this initial composition
with only minor diﬀerences due to fractionation (Turcotte
and Wimmer-Schweingruber, 2002; Wiens et al., 2004).
The Genesis mission sampled the present day solar wind,
with the aim of determining elemental and isotopicder CC BY license.
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understanding of the formation and evolution of the solar
system (Burnett et al., 2003).
The traces of formation and evolutionary processes left
in noble gas isotopic compositions are key to understanding
the volatile evolution of solar system reservoirs, so deter-
mining their solar compositions is particularly important;
measuring the elemental and isotopic composition of the
noble gases (especially the heavy noble gases) is one of
the highest priority scientiﬁc objectives of the Genesis mis-
sion (Burnett et al., 2003). It is also particularly diﬃcult.
Noble gas absorption lines are not observed in spectra of
the solar photosphere. The solar compositions of the lighter
noble gases were determined from the Apollo Solar Wind
Composition (SWC) experiments (Geiss et al., 2004), in
which aluminium foils were exposed to the solar wind on
the lunar surface for periods of up to 45 h. However the
concentrations of krypton and xenon in these foils were be-
low detection limits. Before the Genesis mission, the most
accurate solar wind data for neon and argon, and the only
available solar wind compositions of krypton and xenon,
resulted from measurement of material from extraterrestrial
regoliths, especially the young lunar regolith (YLR), i.e.
samples irradiated by the solar wind on the surface of the
Moon within the last 100 Ma (Benkert et al., 1993; Wieler
and Baur, 1994; Pepin et al., 1995; Palma et al., 2002).
However noble gas data from the lunar regolith is poten-
tially aﬀected by other components such as ﬁssion and
spallation products, the relative contributions of which
are diﬃcult to correct for because of uncertainties in their
isotopic compositions and the varying chemistry of the
material. This leads to some uncertainty in the solar wind
isotopic compositions obtained in this manner. The long
exposure times of Genesis collectors provide an opportu-
nity to make measurements of directly sampled solar wind
without the added complications of spallation or ﬁssion
components in the lunar regolith samples. Contributions
from other components can be corrected for or constrained
by analysis of identical unﬂown samples of the collector
materials.
In this work we focus on xenon. The accepted isotopic
compositions of both Xe-Q, the major xenon component
trapped in meteorites (Busemann et al., 2000), and terres-
trial atmospheric xenon (Basford et al., 1973) cannot be de-
rived directly from the solar wind xenon composition (as
measured in the YLR) (Pepin et al., 1995) by linear mass
fractionation alone. Nor can a third similar component that
is observed in nanodiamond-rich residues (Xe-P3) (Huss
and Lewis, 1994). Gilmour (2010) showed that Xe-Q can
be understood as mass fractionated solar xenon (as mea-
sured in the YLR) with the addition of variable amounts
of excess 129Xe from decay of 129I and of Xe-HL, a presolar
component enriched in heavy isotopes that is associated
with nanodiamonds isolated from primitive meteorites
(Huss and Lewis, 1994). A second meteoritic component,
labelled Xe-P3, is also of interest. It is released from nanod-
iamond residues during low temperature heating. Although
it is a similar mix of contributions from various nucleosyn-
thetic sources as Xe-Q, and is fractionated to around the
same extent, it is slightly deﬁcient in s-process isotopescompared to mass fractionated solar xenon (Gilmour,
2010). Atmospheric xenon shows an excess of 129Xe and
is depleted in 134,136Xe relative to mass fractionated solar
xenon. The 129Xe excess is again believed to be the product
of 129I decay. The 134,136Xe depletions, however, are much
more diﬃcult to explain. The observed ratios cannot be ob-
tained from addition of spontaneous ﬁssion products from
244Pu and 238U to mass fractionated solar wind. It has been
proposed that the Earth’s atmosphere sampled a xenon res-
ervoir distinct from the well mixed solar system, which was
depleted in the heavier isotopes relative to mass fraction-
ated solar xenon (Pepin, 2000). This proposed component
is labelled U-Xe, but to date there is no separate experimen-
tal evidence for it.
Here we report the abundance and isotopic composition
of xenon released from Genesis mission silicon collectors,
compare it to the results of other workers, and consider
whether the proposed relationships among bulk solar sys-
tem xenon reservoirs outlined above survive the improved
precision in the solar xenon composition derived from Gen-
esis mission data.
2. THE GENESIS MISSION
NASA’s Genesis mission (Burnett et al., 2003) was
launched in August 2001. The spacecraft spent about
two and a half years collecting solar wind in a halo orbit
around the L1 Lagrangian point. Samples were returned
to Earth for elemental and isotopic analyses in September
2004. Solar wind ions were implanted into collector arrays
composed of hexagonal wafers of nine diﬀerent types of
ultra-pure material (Jurewicz et al., 2003). Two bulk col-
lector arrays were continuously exposed to the solar wind
for a total of 852.83 days (Reisenfeld et al., 2007). These
arrays have the longest solar wind exposure time to date
of any artiﬁcial material, more than 400 times longer than
any of the SWC foils exposed during the Apollo pro-
gramme (Geiss et al., 2004). The concentrations of im-
planted solar wind are consequently much higher than in
the SWC foils.
3. PREVIOUS WORK
We reported the ﬁrst isotopic analysis of solar wind xe-
non sampled by the Genesis mission in 2008 (Crowther
et al., 2008a; Burnett et al., 2011), and have previously pub-
lished details of reﬁnements in our analytical technique and
a preliminary composition for directly collected solar wind
(Crowther and Gilmour, 2012). In our initial experiments
xenon was extracted from silicon collector targets by infra
red laser heating, but ultra violet laser ablation proved to
be a superior extraction method. We showed that, for the
major isotopes 129–136Xe, the xenon isotopic composition
of solar wind sampled by the Genesis mission is consistent
with that determined from samples of the YLR (Pepin
et al., 1995), with at most minor (<5& per amu) mass frac-
tionation favouring the heavier isotopes. We determined a
preliminary value of 1.0474(75) for the 129Xe/132Xe ratio,
which is in excellent agreement with the value of 1.042(9)
measured in the YLR (Pepin et al., 1995). With the
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are within uncertainty of the lunar values.
Heber et al. (2009) and Vogel et al. (2011) have mea-
sured the solar wind 132Xe concentration and 129Xe/132Xe
ratio in silicon collector targets from the bulk collector ar-
rays. UV laser ablation was used to extract the implanted
solar wind from samples with areas typically between about
4 and 60 mm2. 129Xe and 132Xe were measured in conjunc-
tion with 36,38,40Ar and 84,86Kr. Vogel et al. (2011) deter-
mined the 132Xe concentration to be 1.25(9)  106 atoms
132Xe cm2 and the 129Xe/132Xe ratios as 1.06(1) from the
mean and standard error of 12 analyses. This 129Xe/132Xe
ratio is within uncertainty of the ratio measured in the
YLR (Pepin et al., 1995) and our preliminary ratio (Crow-
ther and Gilmour, 2012). The measured concentration is
somewhat higher than the pre-ﬂight estimate of 3  106
atoms total Xe cm2, or8 105 atoms 132Xe cm2 (Burnett
et al., 2003).
Meshik et al. (2012) have reported compositional data
for all isotopes of both xenon and krypton in the polished
aluminium (PAC) and aluminium-on-sapphire (AloS) col-
lector targets from the bulk collector arrays. Laser ablation
was used to extract the solar wind from the collector tar-
gets, using an IR laser (1064 nm) for the AloS targets and
a UV laser (266 nm) for the PAC. Xenon and krypton were
measured simultaneously, and the 84Kr/132Xe ratio as-
sumed to be a binary mixture of solar wind and a trapped,
terrestrial component. They determined the xenon ﬂuence
to be 1.15(4)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2, which again is
slightly higher than the pre-ﬂight estimate (Burnett et al.,
2003), but agrees (within uncertainty) with the concentra-
tion determined by Vogel et al. (2011). Their 129Xe/132Xe
ratio is 1.0401(10), which is somewhat lower than the ratio
measured by Vogel et al. (2011), but in excellent agreement
with both the ratio measured in the YLR (Pepin et al.,
1995) and our preliminary Genesis ratio (Crowther and
Gilmour, 2012). All the ratios are within uncertainty of
the lunar values.
4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
We use RELAX (Refrigerator Enhanced Laser Analyser
for Xenon) (Gilmour et al., 1991, 1994; Crowther et al.,
2008b) to measure the concentration and isotopic composi-
tion of xenon in the present-day solar wind sampled by
the Genesis mission. RELAX is a resonance ionization,
time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer, speciﬁcally designed to
measure xenon isotope ratios in extraterrestrial samples.
RELAX can determine xenon isotope ratios from just a
few thousand atoms of xenon, although precision naturally
increases with sample size. Samples are limited to about 106
atoms, but precision can be improved by averaging analyses
when multiple aliquots are available. We have previously
demonstrated the reproducibility of RELAX measure-
ments, and that the ratios of the major isotopes can be
determined to within 1.5& in this manner (Crowther
et al., 2008b). We have applied this technique of analysing
multiple small samples to this work.
In the analyses reported here, samples were loaded into
the laser extraction port and baked overnight for 12 h to apeak temperature of 150 C using a combination of heating
tapes (around the extraction lines) and a heat lamp (direc-
ted onto the laser port), following our usual protocol. This
typically results in procedural blanks below 1000 atoms
132Xe – mean blanks for 3 separate sets of analyses per-
formed during this work are given in Table 1. Gas extracted
from the collector material (both ﬂight and non-ﬂight sam-
ples) was gettered (SAES, sintered Zr, 350 C) for one
minute to remove active gasses before being admitted into
the mass spectrometer.
Xenon in the mass spectrometer continuously condenses
on a localised cold spot (80 K) in the ion source. Pulses from
an infra red heating laser (k = 1064 nm, 5 mJ 10 ns pulse) re-
lease gas from this cold spot every 0.1 s. The ionising laser
(k = 249.6 nm, 2 mJ) is ﬁred through the resulting plume
when the concentration in the ionising region reaches a max-
imum, selectively ionising xenon. The xenon ions are sepa-
rated according to their mass by the time of ﬂight mass
spectrometer, and microchannel plate detectors (MCPs) al-
low the detection of all xenon isotopes from each laser pulse.
In this work analyses follow the protocol described by
Crowther et al. (2008b). Data from 3000 consecutive cycles
are acquired over a 5 min period. These are summed over
10 s intervals, to produce 30 single mass spectra which cor-
respond to the integrated signal detected for each isotope in
that interval. The peak height of a normalising isotope and
the ratios of the other isotopes normalised to this isotope are
determined for each of the 30 individual spectra. Trends in
these quantities are extrapolated to determine their values
at the time gas was admitted into the mass spectrometer.
Air calibrations and procedural blanks are interspersed be-
tween sample analyses. Air calibrations allow the absolute
quantities of gas to be calculated and a correction to be
made for instrument mass discrimination. The quantity of
132Xe in the samples is calculated by comparing peak heights
with those of the air calibrations that contain a known
amount of gas. The peak heights of the air calibrations show
some variations (standard deviation of the mean ranged be-
tween about 11% and 17% for the 3 sets of analyses carried
out in this work) due to variations in instrument sensitivity.
All data discussed here have been corrected for procedural
blank, which included contributions from both xenon and
residual hydrocarbons. Average procedural blanks carried
out during these analyses are given in Table 1.
4.1. Samples
Czochralski-grown silicon (CZ-Si) wafers (Jurewicz
et al., 2003) from the bulk collector array have been used
in this work. Samples ﬂown on board the spacecraft and ex-
posed to the solar wind (“ﬂight samples”) contain both im-
planted solar wind xenon and blank xenon intrinsic to the
wafer material or the extraction process. The composition
and concentration of the intrinsic xenon is assessed by ana-
lysing pieces of identical wafers that were not ﬂown on
board the spacecraft (“non-ﬂight samples”) in conjunction
with analyses of the ﬂight samples.
Instrumental mass fractionation can best be corrected
for when sample sizes are closely matched to those of cali-
bration aliquots of known composition. Aliquots from the
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1.2  105 atoms of atmospheric 132Xe (Crowther et al.,
2008b). Pre-mission calculations predicted the 2-year ﬂu-
ence for solar wind xenon implanted into the bulk collector
arrays to be 3.0  106 atoms cm2 (Burnett et al., 2003).
Combining this value and the solar wind composition mea-
sured in the young lunar regolith (Pepin et al., 1995), the
132Xe concentration was estimated to be 8  105 atoms
132Xe cm2. Therefore we chose to analyse approximately
square samples with areas typically 9–25 mm2 (dimensions
typically 3–5 mm) such that the expected amount of 132Xe
is closely matched to that in the calibration aliquots.
The dimensions and areas of the actual polished collec-
tor surface of all samples were measured by the Genesis So-
lar Wind Sample Curation Team prior to analysis (Table 2).
132Xe concentrations (atoms cm2) have been calculated
from the sample surface areas measured by the Curation
Team.
All samples (ﬂight and non-ﬂight) were also cleaned by
the Genesis Solar Wind Sample Curation Team prior to
analysis. Samples were ﬁrst cleaned with ultra-pure water
(UPW) in a megasonic spinner (5 or 15 min at 40 C,
3000 rmp) to remove any surface particles (Calaway et al.,
2009). This was followed by ultraviolet–ozone (UV/O3)
cleaning (30 min) to remove “brown stain” contamination
(Sestak et al., 2006; Calaway et al., 2007).
4.2. Gas extraction
As described in our previous publication, our preferred
extraction technique uses a frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum 9010, k = 355 nm, 350 mJ) to ablate the sur-
faces of the samples. Investigations showed that multiple
low energy density laser shots are more successful at
extracting the solar wind and minimising blank contribu-
tions than individual high energy density shots (Crowther
and Gilmour, 2012). Therefore it was not necessary to focus
the beam to a small spot with a high energy density, but in-
stead an unfocused, low energy density beam (nominally
550 mJ cm2) was used. The 9 mm beam from this laser
has a uniform proﬁle across the central 6 mm, wide en-
ough to cover and ablate the whole surface of the 3–
5 mm square samples used in this study without the need
to raster over the surface.
Preliminary indications were that about 30 laser shots
extracted all the implanted solar wind, and the following
protocol was initially adopted. Gas released by a single ini-
tial laser shot was analysed to separate any surface ad-
sorbed contamination. This was followed by analysis of
gas extracted by 30 consecutive laser shots (this was desig-
nated 1 + 30). Data from some such analyses were previ-
ously published (Crowther and Gilmour, 2012) for some
of the samples discussed here (as indicated in Tables 2
and 3). This was followed by a further 4 analyses of 30 con-
secutive laser shots to allow the presence of more deeply im-
planted solar wind to be investigated. Then a ﬁnal analysis
of 150 laser shots was performed to investigate the intrinsic
xenon at depth.
In our previous work we reported indications that the
132Xe concentration measured in the later 4  30-shot
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sured in the non-ﬂight samples (Crowther and Gilmour,
2012). However it was diﬃcult to make a deﬁnitive state-
ment in light of the signiﬁcant variations observed in the
concentrations of intrinsic xenon in the non-ﬂight samples.
The quantities of gas extracted in the individual analyses
were too small to determine the isotopic compositions with
the precision required to conﬁrm whether those from the
ﬂight samples included a contribution from the solar wind.
Therefore in subsequent analyses this was replaced with a
single 120-shot analysis and the following preferred proto-
col adopted:
1. Analysis of xenon extracted by a single initial laser shot,
to separate any surface adsorbed component,
2. Analysis of 30 consecutive laser shots to extract the
majority of the implanted solar wind,
3. Analysis of 120 consecutive laser shots to investigate any
more deeply implanted solar wind, and
4. A ﬁnal analysis of 150 consecutive laser shots to investi-
gate the intrinsic xenon at depth.
The initial, single laser shot analysis was intended to sep-
arate surface adsorbed, atmospheric contamination from
the implanted solar wind in the ﬂight samples. With the
exception of sample 60927, this analysis included a contri-
bution from the solar wind; sample 60927 was the only sam-
ple where the gas extracted in this step had an atmospheric
isotopic composition. The average ﬂight sample has about 3
times more xenon in this extraction than the average non-
ﬂight sample. The blank xenon extracted from the average
non-ﬂight samples in this step accounts for 3% of the total
amount of gas extracted from the average ﬂight sample in
all extraction steps. The diﬀerence between the average
gas content of the ﬂight and non-ﬂight samples in this step
amounts to 9% of the total gas excess in the ﬂight
samples.
The larger quantities of gas in the 120-shot extraction
(compared with any of 4 individual 30-shot extractions in
earlier analyses) allowed more precise isotope ratios to be
determined for these analyses. The measured isotope ratios
in this extraction from the ﬂight samples tended to show
enrichments in the lighter isotopes and depletions in the
heavier isotopes relative to the atmospheric compositions,
suggesting that this extraction did indeed include a small
fraction of the solar wind. The average ﬂight sample has
about 50% more xenon in this release than the average
non-ﬂight sample. The diﬀerence between the average gas
content of the ﬂight and non-ﬂight samples in this depth
interval amounts to 16% of the total gas excess in the
ﬂight samples. However as noted above, the variations in
the concentration of intrinsic xenon mean it is diﬃcult to
make a deﬁnitive statement.
The gas analyses in the ﬁnal, 150-shot extraction from
the ﬂight samples was identical, within uncertainty, to
atmospheric xenon. There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence be-
tween the average 132Xe concentration measured in the
ﬂight samples for this extraction and that measured in the
non-ﬂight samples. Therefore it was assumed that no im-
planted solar wind contributed to this extraction in theﬂight samples, and that all the solar wind had been ex-
tracted by the previous three analyses. This extraction
was not included in the data in Table 3 or when calculating
the concentration and composition of the solar wind. It
does, however, serve to test whether the concentration of
intrinsic xenon at depth can be used to make a correction
to the 132Xe concentrations measured in the implantation
depth interval.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured 132Xe concentrations and isotope ratios
for 16 ﬂight and 15 non-ﬂight samples are given in Table 3.
These data are the sum of the ﬁrst three extractions de-
scribed above: a single-shot analysis plus a 30-shot analysis
plus a 120-shot analysis. In some cases (as indicated) 4 sep-
arate 30-shot extractions were summed in place of a single
120 shot analysis. The initial, single laser shot analysis is
not included for sample 60927, as this extraction contained
only atmospheric xenon: for this sample only the 30- and
120-shot analyses are summed together.
Blank xenon intrinsic to the collector targets, measured
in the non-ﬂight samples, is isotopically identical (within
uncertainty) to atmospheric xenon (Table 3). The histo-
gram in Fig. 1 shows that the 132Xe concentrations in the
majority of non-ﬂight samples cluster together, with what
appear to be four high concentration outliers. The 132Xe
concentrations measured in these outliers are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from the concentrations measured in the other
samples. The variations are more than would be expected
from the variations in the sensitivity (as determined from
the air calibrations), suggesting that the concentration of
the underlying blank is variable. The evidence suggests that
the concentrations of blank xenon do not just adhere to a
Normal distribution, but occasional samples contain excess
blank xenon. If these outliers are excluded, the 132Xe con-
centrations in the remaining 11 non-ﬂight samples vary by
50%, (variation is measured as standard deviation divided
by average of the distribution of the included points). If one
or more of these are included the 132Xe concentrations vary
by >80%.
Flight samples contain a mixture of implanted solar
wind xenon and blank intrinsic xenon (as identiﬁed in the
non-ﬂight samples). Similarly to the non-ﬂight samples,
the 132Xe concentrations in the vast majority of samples
cluster together, with two high concentration outliers that
appear signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the concentrations mea-
sured in the other samples given their uncertainties (Table 3,
Fig. 1). We would expect percentage variations to be lower
in this case, since the contribution from solar wind is ex-
pected to be a constant contribution to the average. In this
case, inclusion of the lowest concentration of these outliers
changes the variation in 132Xe concentration of ﬂight sam-
ples from 19%, consistent with the variation in sensitivity as
measured by air calibrations (around 11–17%), to 36%.
Another way to examine outliers is to consider how
many standard deviations they are away from the average
of the distribution of which they form a part. If the lowest
concentration outlier is included it is found to lie 2.8
standard deviations above the mean in the case of the
Table 2
Summary of all CZ-Si Genesis samples analysed in this work.
JSC sample No. Dimensions (mm)a Area (mm2)b Mass (mg)
Flight samples
60927c 4.20  3.30 10.192 15.83
60928c 3.87  3.43 8.456 15.23
60951c 4.64  4.35 13.536 22.71
60943c 4.40  4.04 12.82 21.07
60941c 5.97  3.75 16.955 26.23
60945c 3.60  3.55 8.211 12.95
60948c 6.76  3.77 14.912 25.62
60937 4.67  3.51 9.552 17.54
60950 4.77  3.87 12.246 21.65
60944 4.60  3.29 10.785 19.10
60940 5.06  4.01 12.431 23.21
60942 4.81  3.90 11.126 21.50
60938 4.51  3.89 11.165 20.63
60929 5.59  4.81 15.144 29.18
60952 5.46  3.48 12.316 22.09
60930 5.91  4.63 19.633 35.97
Non-ﬂight samples
3CZ00327 7,0c 5. 70  4.78 4.781 31.97
3CZ00327 4,0c 5.38  4.63 17.321 29.00
3CZ00327 1,0c 5.97  5.77 24.677 41.30
3CZ00327 9,0c 5.53  4.06 16.48 26.63
3CZ00327 10,0c 5.86  5.76 22.103 39.13
3CZ00327 20c 4.63  3.97 14.822 23.92
3CZ00327 22c 5.46  5.08 20.544 33.16
3CZ00327 21c 4.47  3.64 10.737 21.51
3CZ00327 23c 5.76  4.04 15.351 29.57
3CZ00327 24 4.14  3.57 9.114 16.83
3CZ00327 25 6.09  4.85 18.009 33.45
3CZ00327 26 4.39  3.96 13.559 21.52
3CZ00327 27 4.74  4.12 12.564 23.67
3CZ00327 28 4.77  4.39 15.942 26.82
3CZ00327 29 4.55  3.64 11.295 19.84
a Dimensions measured by the Genesis Solar Wind Sample Curation Team. The length refers to the widest part of the longest axis; the width
is always measured perpendicular to the length. Most dimensions have been measured to 3 decimal places, but are quoted to 2 decimal places
here as there is the potential for some uncertainty in the 3rd decimal place (Burkett, 2013, Pers. comm.).
b Actual area of the polished collector surface calculated by the Genesis Solar Wind Sample Curation Team using Canvas 10 software
(Burkett et al., 2011). The area is calculated from selected pixels calibrated to a micron scale (Burkett, 2013, Pers. comm.); it is independent
from the length and width measurements. Chips adjacent to the edge are excluded from the area calculation; however any chips or scratches
not touching the edges are included. Only samples designated as “good”, meaning they are relatively free from surface imperfections, were
selected for this work. These areas were used to calculate 132Xe concentrations for the individual samples.
c Preliminary 132Xe concentrations and isotope ratios for 1 + 30 laser shot analyses for these samples were published in our previous paper
(Crowther and Gilmour, 2012).
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mean in the case of ﬂight samples. The highest concentra-
tion points which we do not reject as outliers lie 1.7 and
2.3 standard deviations above the mean of their respective
distributions, and might also be considered to be low prob-
ability events given the number of analyses. Rejecting one
or more of them leads to no more than 4% variation in
the derived concentration of solar wind, compared to our
quoted 7% 1r uncertainty.
Assuming the xenon extracted from the ﬂight samples is
the sum of a constant concentration implanted solar wind
xenon component mixed with variable concentrations of
intrinsic xenon, we would expect to observe linear correla-
tions between the measured isotope ratios and the recipro-cal of the concentration of the normalising isotope. For
instance, the 129Xe/132Xe ratio should be related to the
132Xe concentration ([132Xe]) by the equation:
129Xe
132Xe
 
M
¼ k 1
132Xe½ M
 
þ
129Xe
132Xe
 
IB
ð1Þ
where the subscript M denotes measured values, IB refers
to the intrinsic blank and the square brackets denote con-
centration. Such correlations are observed, as shown in
Fig. 2. The mixing lines indicate that the implanted solar
wind component is enriched in the lighter isotopes and de-
pleted in the heavier isotopes relative to the composition of
atmospheric xenon. In order to determine the solar wind
compositions from the mixing lines shown in Fig. 2, it is
Table 3
Measured 132Xe concentration and isotope ratios for 16 ﬂight and 15 non-ﬂight samples. Except where otherwise indicated, data are the sum of 3 analyses totalling 150 laser shots: a single laser
shot initial analysis, followed by analysis of the gas extracted by 30 consecutive laser shots, and then analysis of that from 120 consecutive laser shots.
Sample Atoms 132Xe per cm2 (106) 124Xe/132Xe 126Xe/132Xe 128Xe/132Xe 129Xe/132Xe 130Xe/132Xe 131Xe/132Xe 134Xe/136Xe 136Xe/132Xe
Flight samples
60927a, b 6.066 (173)c 0.0041 (5) 0.0032 (6) 0.069 (12) 0.997 (6) 0.163 (2) 0.8066 (5) 0.395 (3) 0.331 (3)
60928a 3.517 (98)c 0.0040 (10) 0.0004 (12) 0.037 (26) 1.005 (10) 0.165 (3) 0.816 (8) 0.384 (5) 0.325 (4)
60951a 1.451 (41) 0.0041 (11) 0.0043 (14) 0.084 (20) 1.024 (12) 0.170 (4) 0.815 (10) 0.379 (6) 0.297 (5)
60943a 1.490 (44) 0.0041 (12) 0.0033 (16) 0.075 (20) 1.056 (11) 0.164 (3) 0.823 (9) 0.382 (5) 0.302 (5)
60941a 1.268 (26) 0.0042 (11) 0.0040 (14) 0.076 (18) 1.053 (11) 0.169 (3) 0.819 (9) 0.371 (5) 0.303 (4)
60945a 1.726 (63) 0.0062 (19) 0.0070 (24) 0.091 (27) 1.022 (13) 0.163 (4) 0.798 (11) 0.368 (6) 0.302 (5)
60948a 1.264 (36) 0.0039 (16) 0.0085 (21) 0.117 (21) 1.030 (13) 0.167 (4) 0.807 (10) 0.361 (6) 0.299 (5)
60937 1.695 (80) 0.0041 (15) 0.0004 (19) 0.018 (83) 1.041 (17) 0.161 (5) 0.815 (14) 0.364 (8) 0.301 (7)
60950 1.562 (64) 0.0044 (13) 0.0032 (16) 0.037 (70) 1.037 (15) 0.163 (4) 0.815 (11) 0.372 (7) 0.305 (6)
60944 1.390 (61) 0.0049 (18) 0.0034 (23) 0.124 (92) 1.049 (23) 0.165 (7) 0.833 (18) 0.378 (11) 0.311 (10)
60940 1.114 (40) 0.0046 (18) 0.0016 (23) n.d. 1.021 (20) 0.160 (6) 0.817 (15) 0.367 (9) 0.306 (8)
60942 1.262 (42) 0.0041 (16) 0.0021 (23) n.d. 1.033 (20) 0.168 (6) 0.835 (16) 0.384 (9) 0.309 (8)
60938 2.171 (90) 0.0048 (11) 0.0036 (14) 0.069 (56) 1.016 (13) 0.161 (4) 0.817 (10) 0.360 (6) 0.305 (5)
60929 1.819 (105) 0.0056 (11) 0.0045 (14) 0.118 (51) 1.037 (13) 0.166 (4) 0.819 (11) 0.373 (6) 0.303 (6)
60952 1.544 (87) 0.0041 (15) 0.0019 (17) 0.000 1.014 (16) 0.159 (5) 0.812 (13) 0.373 (8) 0.302 (7)
60930 1.253 (62) n.d. 0.0039 (14) 0.013 (55) 1.035 (13) 0.168 (4) 0.817 (10) 0.372 (6) 0.309 (5)
Mean 1.501 (75)
Non-ﬂight samples
3CZ00327 7,0a 2.281 (54)c 0.0035 (7) 0.0016 (9) 0.020 (20) 0.977 (8) 0.150 (2) 0.787 (7) 0.392 (4) 0.337 (4)
3CZ00327 4,0a 0.243 (7) 0.0108 (48) n.d. 0.052 (90) 1.015 (35) 0.157 (9) 0.802 (28) 0.421 (16) 0.363 (14)
3CZ00327 1,0a 0.093 (4) n.d. 0.0013 (107) 0.050 (165) 0.983 (57) 0.158 (14) 0.824 (46) 0.394 (23) 0.350 (21)
3CZ00327 9,0a 0.138 (6) 0.0135 (82) 0.0293 (115) 0.088 (168) 1.011 (58) n.d. 0.758 (45) 0.391 (23) 0.351 (21)
3CZ00327 10,0a 0.460 (9) n.d. n.d. 0.022 (38) 0.988 (19) 0.160 (6) 0.800 (16) 0.412 (9) 0.347 (8)
3CZ00327 20a 1.643 (29)c 0.0042 (10) 0.0041 (14) 0.048 (16) 0.982 (10) 0.156 (3) 0.792 (8) n.d. 0.329 (4)
3CZ00327 22a 1.249 (40)c 0.0034 (10) 0.0043 (13) 0.058 (15) 0.996 (10) 0.157 (3) 0.798 (9) 0.392 (5) 0.333 (5)
3CZ00327 21a 3.060 (134)c 0.0027 (7) 0.0047 (11) 0.077 (12) 0.997 (8) 0.151 (2) 0.789 (7) 0.394 (4) 0.327 (4)
3CZ00327 23a 0.166 (7) 0.0100 (82) 0.0022 (108) 0.230 (150) 0.999 (53) 0.150 (13) 0.755 (41) 0.389 (22) 0.335 (20)
3CZ00327 24 0.374 (12) 0.0028 (58) n.d. n.d. 0.948 (47) 0.157 (11) 0.793 (33) 0.405 (19) 0.343 (16)
3CZ00327 25 0.201 (9) 0.0079 (59) n.d. 0.500 (377) 1.005 (44) 0.181 (11) 0.809 (30) 0.399 (17) 0.338 (14)
3CZ00327 26 0.359 (15) 0.0053 (45) n.d. 0.356 (283) 0.997 (37) 0.174 (9) 0.805 (26) 0.400 (15) 0.328 (13)
3CZ00327 27 0.287 (11) 0.0133 (58) 0.0089 (80) 0.156 (376) 0.991 (47) 0.176 (11) 0.832 (33) 0.422 (19) 0.347 (16)
3CZ00327 28 0.417 (23) 0.0048 (35) 0.0022 (47) n.d. 0.969 (30) 0.165 (8) 0.793 (21) 0.417 (13) 0.337 (11)
3CZ00327 29 0.552 (26) 0.0055 (35) 0.0099 (51) 0.012 (217) 0.978 (32) 0.160 (8) 0.785 (23) 0.405 (13) 0.332 (12)
Mean 0.299 (44)
Numbers in parentheses represent 1 standard deviation uncertainties in the unit of the last decimal place quoted.
a Preliminary 132Xe concentrations and isotope ratios for 1 + 30 laser shot analyses for these samples were published in our previous paper (Crowther and Gilmour, 2012). The data here are for
the summed analysis of 150 laser shots, performed as 1 single shot analysis followed by 5 analyses of 30 laser shots.
b The gas analysed in the initial, single laser shot extraction had an atmospheric isotopic composition, therefore this analyses has been excluded and the data here are the sum of the 5 analyses of
30 laser shots.
c Excluded from mean 132Xe concentration calculations as a high concentration outlier.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of 132Xe concentrations measured in non-ﬂight (top) and ﬂight (bottom) samples (Table 3). Non-ﬂight samples contain
blank xenon intrinsic to the collector targets; ﬂight samples contain a mixture of blank xenon and implanted solar wind xenon. The 132Xe
concentrations in the majority of samples (both ﬂight and non-ﬂight) cluster together, with a small number of high concentration outliers.
Mean 132Xe concentrations (excluding the outliers) for both the ﬂight and non-ﬂight samples are given in Table 3. The 132Xe concentration of
the implanted solar wind is calculated from the diﬀerence between the mean 132Xe concentration in the ﬂight samples and that in the non-ﬂight
samples.
24 S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34necessary to calculate the concentration of the implanted
solar wind, i.e. make a correction to the ﬂight samples for
the intrinsic blank.
5.1. Blank correction
In our previous publication we investigated the possibil-
ity of using the intrinsic xenon at depth in samples to make
a blank correction to the xenon in the implantation depth
interval (Crowther and Gilmour, 2012). The data for those
non-ﬂight samples exhibited a linear correlation between
the 132Xe concentration in the implantation depth intervaland that at depth. However there was no evidence of a sim-
ilar correlation modiﬁed only by the implantation of solar
wind into the upper depth interval for the ﬂight samples.
We have investigated this further as more data became
available. Fig. 3 shows the 132Xe concentrations measured
in the solar wind implantation depth interval by the ﬁrst
150 laser shots (sum of 3 analyses) plotted as a function
of the 132Xe concentrations measured deeper in the samples
(ﬁnal 150 laser shot extraction). No correlation is observed
for either the non-ﬂight or the ﬂight samples. Similar to
Fig. 1, Fig. 3 shows that the majority of both the non-ﬂight
and ﬂight samples cluster closely together, with a small
S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34 25number of high 132Xe concentration outliers. Therefore we
conclude that it is not possible to use the concentrations of
132Xe measured at depth in the samples, below the interval
in which solar wind xenon is implanted, to make a blank
correction to the 132Xe concentrations measured in the
implantation interval of the ﬂight samples. However, the
samples that we reject as outliers are enriched in “blank”
xenon both in the solar wind implantation region and at
depth.
Figs. 1 and 3 both illustrate that in both the ﬂight and
non-ﬂight samples the 132Xe concentrations measured in
the majority of samples (in the implantation region and at
depth) cluster tightly together with a narrow distribution
that has a spread consistent with the uncertainties arising
from sensitivity ﬂuctuations in the instrument as measured
by calibrations. In both cases a small number of high 132Xe
concentration outliers are observed, and exhibit unusually
high concentrations both at depth and in the implantation
region. These are best explained by addition of unusually
large amounts of atmospheric blank (Fig. 2) from the sam-
ples in these extractions. Excluding these high concentra-
tion outliers, the mean measured 132Xe concentration in
the ﬂight samples is 1.501(75)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2,
and that in the non-ﬂight samples is 0.299(44)  106 atoms
132Xe cm2 (Table 3).
5.2. Solar wind xenon concentration and composition
The 132Xe concentration of the implanted solar wind is
determined from the diﬀerence between the mean 132Xe
concentrations for the ﬂight and non-ﬂight samples (after
the outliers have been rejected, as discussed above). This
gives the concentration of the implanted solar wind as
1.202(87)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2. The corresponding ﬂux
of 132Xe ions is (5.14 ± 0.21)  106 atoms cm2 year1 at
the L1 point. This concentration is intermediate between,
and in excellent agreement with, the concentrations of
1.25(9)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2 determined by Vogel
et al. (2011) and 1.15(4)  106 atoms 132Xe calculated from
Meshik et al.’s (2012) analyses. The mean of these 3 sepa-
rate analyses gives a concentration of 1.201  106 atoms
132Xe cm2, with a standard deviation of 0.050  106.
These values, however, are somewhat higher than the pre-
mission predictions (Burnett et al., 2003) (8  105 atoms
132Xe cm2), even allowing for the fact that the pre-ﬂight
predictions were for the 2-year ﬂux but the bulk collector
arrays were actually continually exposed to the solar wind
for 852.83 days (Reisenfeld et al., 2007).
Our calculated solar wind concentration is used in con-
junction with the observed linear correlations between the
measured isotope ratios and the reciprocal of the measured
132Xe concentration (Fig. 2) to determine the isotopic com-
position of the implanted solar wind. This is similar to the
technique used in the analysis of noble gases in lunar samples
returned by theApollo 11mission (Eberhardt et al., 1970). In
Fig. 2we plot themeasured isotope ratios against the recipro-
cal of the measured 132Xe concentration. Eberhardt et al.
(1970) assumed the measured ratios to be a mixture of com-
ponents (trapped and spallation), each of ﬁxed isotopic com-
position. Assuming the concentration (by mass) of thespallation component to be constant across a range of grain
size fractions, they determined the isotopic composition of
the trapped component from the intercept on the y-axis (1/
concentration = 0) where the added trapped component
would dominate the bulk composition. Here we assume the
measured ratios to be a mixture of a variable amount of
atmospheric xenon and a constant concentration (by surface
area) of implanted solar wind xenon, and use the calculated
concentration of the implanted solar wind (1.202(87)  106
atoms 132Xe cm2) to determine its isotopic composition
from the best ﬁt lines (i.e. when the concentration of blank
xenon is zero, so the measured concentration is equal to
the concentration of the implanted solar wind). This isotopic
composition is given in Table 4 and plotted as delta values
relative to the terrestrial atmospheric composition in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 the calculated composition for the major iso-
topes is also plotted as delta values relative to the solar wind
xenon isotope ratios measured in the YLR (Pepin et al.,
1995), where the scale allows any diﬀerences to be seen more
clearly. Samples analysed in this work typically contained
6700 atoms of 124Xe or 126Xe, hence the ratios for these iso-
topes are not as precise as for the more abundant isotopes.
During these analyses isobaric hydrocarbons interfered with
the 126Xe and 128Xe peaks in themass spectrum, contributing
additional uncertainty to these ratios (see Section 4 and Ta-
ble 1 regarding corrections for procedural blank).
Our calculated Genesis solar wind isotope ratios are all
within error of those determined from the young lunar reg-
olith samples (Pepin et al., 1995) (Table 4 and Fig. 5), indi-
cating excellent agreement of our data and the lunar data.
The Genesis solar wind ratios determined by Meshik
et al. (2012) are also within error of the ratios determined
from the young lunar regolith (Table 4 and Fig. 5),
although there are some minor discrepancies between our
values and those of Meshik et al. The precision of Meshik
et al.’s analyses is somewhat better than that of our analy-
ses, primarily due to the size of samples used – typically 9–
25 mm2 in this work compared to samples of several cm2
analysed by Meshik et al. This is most apparent for the
124Xe/132Xe and 126Xe/132Xe ratios: as noted above, sam-
ples analysed in this work typically contained 6700 atoms
of 124Xe or 126Xe. The 129Xe/132Xe ratio measured by Vogel
et al. (2011) is higher than those determined in this work, by
Meshik et al. (2012) and from the lunar samples.
Our calculated Genesis solar wind isotopic composition
depends on the calculated 132Xe concentration of the im-
planted solar wind. A diﬀerent concentration would lead
to diﬀerent isotope ratios with correlated variations from
our quoted composition. However, even if the isotopic
composition is re-calculated for the upper and lower limits
of the solar wind concentration we have determined, the
new ratios all agree within uncertainty with the values given
in Table 4. If we were to include the lowest concentration
rejected outlier of the non-ﬂight samples (as discussed
above), the distributions of both the ﬂight and non-ﬂight
samples would have similar standard deviations (0.3).
The solar wind concentration calculated in this way is with-
in the range of our value, and the isotopic composition re-
mains within the quoted error margins. The isotopic
composition also depends on the lines of best ﬁt used in
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Fig. 2. Measured xenon isotopic ratios plotted as a function of the measured 132Xe concentration (Table 3). The measured ratios trend
towards atmospheric ratios as the measured 132Xe concentration increased, as would be expected for a uniform concentration implanted solar
wind component mixing with a variable concentration (atmospheric) blank component. The solid lines represent the best ﬁt through the
experimental data. These lines are used with the calculated solar wind concentration (1.202(87)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2) to determine the
isotopic composition of the implanted solar wind, which is plotted as dark grey circles and given in Table 4. Genesis 132Xe concentrations and
xenon isotope ratios measured by Meshik et al. (2012) and Vogel et al. (2011), and the solar wind xenon isotope ratios measured in the young
lunar regolith (Pepin et al., 1995) are also plotted for reference.
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member, the solar wind isotopic composition is again un-
changed but the precision is artiﬁcially improved since an
additional prior constraint has been introduced; our data
demonstrate that the blank composition is consistent with
that of the terrestrial atmosphere, but we have no grounds
to assume it is exactly equal to that of the terrestrial atmo-
sphere. We note that the 130Xe/132Xe ratio derived from thisapproach would be 22& higher (less than 2 s.d.) than the
ratio given in Table 4.
6. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOLAR WIND
XENON AND OTHER SOLAR SYSTEM SIGNATURES
The evidence thus suggests that the lunar measurements
are accurate representations of the solar wind. The Earth’s
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Fig. 3. 132Xe concentrations measured in the “solar wind interval” (SW region, ﬁrst 150 laser shots) plotted as a function of the ﬁnal “deep
xenon” (ﬁnal 150 laser shots) extraction. Here the initial laser shot is included for sample 60927, as it is the measured concentrations, rather than
ratios, which are of interest. It is not possible to ﬁt ameaningful correlation line through the data points for either the ﬂight or non-ﬂight samples.
The lines shown in this ﬁgure are purely to illustrate how we might expect the xenon concentrations measured in the ﬂight to diﬀer from those
measured in the non-ﬂight samples if a correlationbetween the xenon concentrationsmeasured in solarwind interval and thosemeasured at depth
did exist. Samples that are enriched in blank xenon in the solar wind interval also appear to be enriched in blank xenon at depth.
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xenon relative to a mass fractionated solar component. As
noted above, the observed ratios cannot be obtained from
addition of spontaneous ﬁssion products from 244Pu and
238U to mass fractionated solar wind. Hence the question
of how the xenon composition observed in the Earth’s
atmosphere derived from the solar wind remains as yet
unanswered. There is no evidence that solar wind xenon
is depleted in the heavy isotopes relative to the composition
measured in the young lunar regolith, i.e. SW-Xe is not sim-
ilar to U-Xe, a component that has been proposed as the
starting composition for the evolution of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere (Pepin, 2000).
Solar xenon reﬂects the integrated contributions from all
nucleosynthetic sources that contributed to the solar system
over the history of the galaxy. Lavielle and Marti (1992)
showed that xenon trapped in ordinary chondrite meteorites
is consistent with varying mixtures of Xe-HL and mass frac-
tionated solar xenon. Gilmour (2010) examined the relation-
ship between solar xenon (using the YLR composition) and
two subtly diﬀerent isotopic signatures present in meteorites:
Xe-Q (Busemann et al., 2000) and Xe-P3 (Huss and Lewis,
1994). It was concluded that Xe-Q could be understood as
mass fractionated solar xenon with minor contributions
from exotic Xe-HL (Huss and Lewis, 1994) and monoiso-
topic 129Xe from decay of 129I. It seems likely that these are
additions that vary from parent body to parent body to an
underlying component trapped directly from the solar wind.
In contrast, Xe-P3 could not be produced by addition of exo-
tic or radiogenic components to mass fractionated solar xe-
non. Xe-P3 appeared to be xenon trapped by a process
similar to the one that incorporated Xe-Q, but from a gas
representative of an earlier period of galactic chemical evolu-
tion when the s-process had made a smaller contribution.
We now examine whether these relationships hold up
when evaluated against the more precise composition of so-
lar xenon derived from Genesis data. Details of the meth-
odology can be found in Gilmour (2010); brieﬂy, wedetermine a calculated composition of a target component
by varying the contributions of known components and
the degree of linear mass fractionation. The delta value of
an isotopic ratio of the calculated composition (Ra) relative
to the target composition (Rb) is deﬁned as:
dða; bÞ ¼ 1000 Ra
Rb
 1
 
ð2Þ
The delta value for each isotope is divided by its associ-
ated uncertainty, which includes contributions from both
components, and a v2 statistic is deﬁned to evaluate the
goodness of ﬁt of the end composition to the target, and
optimized. We deﬁne v2 as:
v2 ¼
X
i
diða; bÞ
Di
 2
ð3Þ
where di is the delta value for isotope i, as given by Eq. (2),
and Di is its uncertainty, derived from the uncertainties on
both underlying ratios. Because contributions from 129I de-
cay are a possibly confounding factor, 129Xe is excluded from
the calculation of v2, there are thus 7 isotope ratios to con-
sider. The number of degrees of freedom is given by diﬀerence
between the number of isotope ratios under consideration
and the number of parameters being varied. As diﬀerent
models can have diﬀerence number of parameters, we con-
sider v2 per degree of freedom when comparing the quality
of ﬁt of diﬀerent models. In themodels discussed here we will
use theGenesis solar wind data ofMeshik et al. (2012) as they
are generally more precise than either our or the lunar rego-
lith data. The compositions of standardXe components used
in these models are in Table 5a; the compositions calculated
from themodel are in Table 5b and c. Table 6 summarises the
percentage contributions of the diﬀerent components and the
degree of mass fractionation for each model, along with the
v2 per degree of freedom.
We ﬁrst consider Xe-Q (Table 5 and Fig. 6). The best ﬁt
involves mass fractionation of solar xenon by 8.1& amu1
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28 S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34favouring the heavy isotopes, and addition of Xe-HL (a
1.5% contribution to total 132Xe), which yields v2 per degree
of freedom of 1.6 (Table 6a). We contend that the simplest
explanation of this is that the underlying composition of
Xe-Q is mass fractionated solar xenon. On the assumption
that the solar wind is not mass fractionated by the acceler-
ation process, mass fractionation is associated with the
trapping process. The contribution from Xe-HL appears
to vary from 0.2% to 3.3% among the meteorites re-
ported by Busemann et al. (2000), suggesting mixing of
Xe-HL into an underlying composition that is mass frac-
tionated solar xenon either during processing on the parent
body or during the release process. The only isotope that
varies from this pattern is 124Xe; the 124Xe/132Xe ratio of
Xe-Q is low by 23.6& (less than 2 s.d.) compared to the
model. We return to this below.
Meshik et al. (2013) proposed that a small contribution
of s-process Xe should be added to the mixture of fraction-
ated solar wind Xe and Xe-HL. We ﬁnd that this does not
improve the ﬁt; although adding a free parameter to the
model inevitably reduces the best ﬁt v2, the v2 per degree
of freedom of the best ﬁt model that includes s-process xe-
non is slightly larger than that without a s-process contribu-
tion (Table 6a). We conclude that there is no strong
evidence of a contribution from s-process xenon to Xe-Q,
and that the most parsimonious explanation does not in-
clude such a contribution. Gilmour (2010) noted that Kr-
Q may include a contribution from s-process krypton, but
noted that the model is under-constrained.
The proposed account of Xe-P3 also withstands the
reﬁnement in the composition of solar xenon (Table 5
and Fig. 7). The accepted composition is deﬁned to lie on
a mixing line through air and Xe-HL (Fig. 3, in Huss and
Lewis, 1994), so the (1.1%) contribution from Xe-HL may
or may not reﬂect a variation between its contribution to
solar xenon and the Xe-P3 source. Xe-P3 cannot be pro-
duced from SW-Xe by the addition of other components;
it requires the subtraction of an s-process contribution, a
process which is not physically viable. In Fig. 7 and Table 5
SW-Xe has been mathematically modelled from a starting
composition of Xe-P3 by linear mass fractionation and
additions of Xe-HL and s-process Xe, as in Gilmour
(2010). A simple model would involve Xe-P3 being trapped
from a reservoir that subsequently evolved to SW-Xe by
addition of s-process xenon (as noted, the apparent contri-
bution of Xe-HL may arise from the deﬁnition of Xe-P3 on
a mixing line to this component). The trapping process is
presumed to be the source of the fractionation required in
the model. Once again, neglecting the possibility of mass
fractionation during the process that accelerates the solar
wind, Xe-P3 appears to have been derived from an ambient
gas by a trapping process that introduced the same mass
fractionation as that which was responsible for trapping
Xe-Q. However, the ambient gas had an s-process deﬁcit
(0.9% of 132Xe) compared to solar xenon.
Once again 124Xe is anomalous – Xe-P3 appears to have
less than the required amount by 30.0& (less than 2 s.d.).
We note that 124Xe in the new composition of Meshik et al.
(2012) is notably diﬀerent from that of the young lunar reg-
olith (Pepin et al., 1995), but reported at approximately the
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Fig. 4. Solar wind xenon composition (Table 4) plotted as delta values relative to atmospheric xenon. The minor isotopes have been excluded
to allow the major isotopes to be illustrated more clearly. Samples typically contained 6700 atoms of 124Xe or 126Xe, hence the isotope ratios
for these isotopes are not as precise as the more abundant ones. Isobaric hydrocarbons interfere with the 126Xe and 128Xe peaks in the mass
spectrum, contributing additional uncertainty to these ratios. Genesis xenon isotope ratios measured by Meshik et al. (2012) and Vogel et al.
(2011), and the solar wind xenon isotope ratios measured in the young lunar regolith (Pepin et al., 1995) are also plotted for reference. Points
for a given isotope are slightly oﬀ-set from each other on the x-axis simply for clarity.
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Fig. 5. Solar wind xenon composition (Table 4) plotted as delta values relative to the solar wind measured in the young lunar regolith (Pepin
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in this plot; the uncertainties of the solar wind xenon isotope ratios measured in the young lunar regolith (Pepin et al., 1995), are plotted
separately as grey bars. The minor isotopes have been excluded to allow the major isotopes to be illustrated more clearly. An isobaric
hydrocarbon interferes with the 128Xe peak in the mass spectrum, contributing additional uncertainty to this ratio. Genesis xenon isotope
ratios measured by Meshik et al. (2012) and Vogel et al. (2011) are also plotted for reference. Points for a given isotope are slightly oﬀ-set from
each other on the x-axis simply for clarity.
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revised solar composition where the 124Xe/132Xe of Meshik
et al. (2012) is replaced by a value based on the young lunar
regolithmeasurement (Pepin et al., 1995).We note that while
spallation eﬀects in the lunar regolith could cause an overes-
timate of the 124Xe/132Xe ratio, this would not be monoiso-
topic and the variation observed requires the young lunar
regolith ratio to be an underestimate.For this reason, and be-
cause of the relationship to other reservoirs in our solarsystem, we suggest the apparent high 124Xe/132Xe ratio
reported byMeshik et al. (2012) is an artefact and that the re-
vised composition (Table 5) is the best current estimate of the
solar xenon composition. Further measurements will show
whether this prediction based on our analysis is correct.
Using this revised composition, Xe-Q corresponds to a
mixture of 98.4% SW-Xe, mass fractionated by
7.7& amu1 favouring the heavy isotopes, mixed with
1.6% Xe-HL. As above, addition of a small contribution
Table 5
Compositions of xenon components and best ﬁt models. (a) Lists the standard Xe components used in the models. (b) Contains the xenon
solar wind composition determined by Meshik et al. (2012) and the model Xe-Q composition. It also contains a modelled composition of SW-
Xe based on a starting composition of Xe-P3. (c) contains the corrected xenon solar wind composition (see text for details) along with the Xe-
Q composition and modelled SW-Xe composition calculated from that corrected solar wind composition.
(a)
Standard Xe components used in models
Xe-Qa Xe-P3b Xe-HLb Xe-sc
124Xe/132Xe 0.00455 (2) 0.00446 (6) 0.00833 (9) 0.00000 (65)
126Xe/132Xe 0.004057 (18) 0.00400 (4) 0.00564 (8) 0.0000 (2)
128Xe/132Xe 0.0822 (2) 0.0806 (2) 0.0905 (6) 0.212 (4)
129Xe/132Xe 1.042 (2) 1.042 (4) 1.056 (2) 0.105 (30)
130Xe/132Xe 0.1619 (3) 0.1589 (2) 0.1542 (3) 0.48 (1)
131Xe/132Xe 0.8185 (9) 0.8247 (10) 0.8457 (13) 0.184 (18)
134Xe/132Xe 0.378 (11) 0.3767 (10) 0.6356 (13) 0.013 (5)
136Xe/132Xe 0.3164 (8) 0.3096 0.6991 0.0
(b)
SW-Xed Xe-Q model SW-Xe modelf
124Xe/132Xe 0.00492 (7) 0.00466 (6) 0.00477 (6)
126Xe/132Xe 0.00417 (9) 0.00399 (8) 0.00419 (4)
128Xe/132Xe 0.0842 (3) 0.0816 (3) 0.0847 (2)
129Xe/132Xe 1.0401 (10) 1.0154 (10) 1.0604 (5)
130Xe/132Xe 0.1649 (4) 0.1621 (4) 0.1646 (2)
131Xe/132Xe 0.8263 (13) 0.8200 (13) 0.8261 (10)
134Xe/132Xe 0.3692 (7) 0.3791 (7) 0.3697 (10)
136Xe/132Xe 0.3003 (6) 0.3159 (6) 0.3002 (0)
(c)
Revised SW-Xee Rev. Xe-Q model Rev. SW-Xe modelf
124Xe/132Xe 0.00481 (6) 0.00458 (6) 0.00475 (6)
126Xe/132Xe 0.00417 (9) 0.00400 (8) 0.00418 (4)
128Xe/132Xe 0.0842 (3) 0.0817 (3) 0.0846 (2)
129Xe/132Xe 1.0401 (10) 1.0167 (10) 1.0590 (5)
130Xe/132Xe 0.1649 (4) 0.1622 (4) 0.1645 (2)
131Xe/132Xe 0.8263 (13) 0.8204 (13) 0.8256 (10)
134Xe/132Xe 0.3692 (7) 0.3792 (7) 0.3696 (10)
136Xe/132Xe 0.3003 (6) 0.3159 (6) 0.3002 (0)
a Xe-Q data from Busemann et al. (2000).
b Xe-P3 and Xe-HL data from Huss and Lewis (1994), renormalized by Busemann et al. (2000).
c s-Process Xe data from Gilmour and Turner (2007).
d SW-Xe data from Meshik et al. (2012).
e Revised SW-Xe in which the 124Xe/132Xe of Meshik et al. (2012) is replaced by a value based on the young lunar regolith measurement
(Pepin et al., 1995).
f Modelled SW-Xe composition based on a starting composition of Xe-P3. Xe-P3 was trapped from an ambient gas by a processes that
introduced the same mass fractionation as that which trapped Xe-Q. However the ambient gas had an s-process deﬁcit relative to SW-Xe.
30 S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34of s-process Xe does not improve the quality of the ﬁt
(Table 6a). The ambient gas from which Xe-P3 was trapped
had a 1.0% deﬁcit of s-process Xe compared to SW-Xe.
Trapping of Xe-P3 from this reservoir introduced a mass
fractionation of 8.3& amu1 favouring the heavy isotopes.
These naturally show much better agreement of the 124Xe
ratios than previously. The v2 per degree of freedom is also
smaller in both cases than for the models using Meshik
et al.’s (2012) 124Xe/132Xe ratio (Table 6), indicating a bet-
ter quality of ﬁt for the models using the revised
124Xe/132Xe SW-Xe ratio.
6.1. An s-process deﬁcit in xenon
The identiﬁcation of a meteoritic xenon component deﬁ-
cient in s-process isotopes provides an interesting resonancewith reports of s-process deﬁcits in molybdenum (e.g. Dau-
phas et al., 2004; Burkhardt et al., 2012). Nicolussi et al.
(1998) identiﬁed the isotopic composition of pure s-process
molybdenum in silicon carbide grains from Murchison.
96Mo is only produced by the s-process; it is shielded from
the r-process. Relative to terrestrial standards, s-process
molybdenum is strongly depleted in 92Mo and 94Mo (both
produced by the p-process) and 100Mo (produced by the
r-process). Burkhardt et al. (2012) measured values of up
to 30 for e92Mo in acid leachates of Murchison. A positive
value for e92Mo indicates a deﬁciency in 96Mo, i.e. a deﬁ-
ciency in pure s-process molybdenum, relative to terrestrial
standards. A 0.3% contribution of s-process 96Mo is
needed to obtain the terrestrial 92Mo/96Mo ratio from this
measured ratio. This is comparable to the 2.8% contribu-
tion from the s-process only isotope 130Xe in our models of
Table 6
Summary of contributions of standard components and degrees of mass fractionation for the models of Xe-Q and Xe-P3. Percentages are
given for 132Xe. The v2 per degree of freedom, indicating the relative quality of the ﬁt, is also given for each model.
(a) Models of Xe-Q
SW-Xe
(%)
Fractionation
(& amu1)
Xe-HL (%) s-Process Xe
(%)
v2 per degree of
reedom
Source
98.5 10.2 1.5 0.3 Gilmoura
98.5 8.1 1.5 1.6 This work, using Meshik et al.’s SW-Xeb
98.3 8.4 1.6 0.1 1.7 This work, using Meshik et al.’s SW-Xeb
98.4 7.7 1.6 1.0 This work, using corrected SW-Xec
98.2 7.9 1.7 0.1 1.1 This work, using corrected SW-Xec
(b) Models of SW-Xe from Xe-P3
Xe-P3
(%)
Xe-HL (%) Fractionation
(& amu1)
s-process Xe
(%)
v2 per degree of
freedom
Source
98.5 1.5 11.2 1.1 0.4 Gilmoura
98.9 1.1 8.7 0.9 1.3 This work, using Meshik et al.’s SW-Xeb
99.0 1.0 8.3 0.9 0.7 This work, using corrected SW-Xec
a Models from Gilmour (2010).
b Models using the Genesis Solar Wind Xe ratios from Meshik et al. (2012).
c Model uses the revised SW-Xe composition – see text and Table 5 for details.
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the s-process deﬁcit in Xe also have an s-process deﬁcit in
Mo (and vice versa) is unknown; we are not aware of
molybdenum analyses of nanodiamond residues.
It seems that one or more presolar phases were present
in the early solar system that recorded the isotopic compo-
sition of the galaxy earlier in its history, when the s-process
had made a smaller contribution to the isotopic inventory.
A further insight can be gained from the presence of a 129Xe
anomaly in Xe-P3 relative to the mass fractionated compo-
sition. Gilmour et al. (2005) demonstrated that the
129Xe/132Xe ratio of the Xe-P3 component in nanodia-
monds varied systematically with the petrologic type of
the parent meteorite, showing that the associated 129I was
alive in the early solar system. If this was incorporated at
the same time as Xe-P3 was trapped, the trapping process-40
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Fig. 6. Models of Xe-Q derived from mixtures of SW-Xe and Xe-HL. T
et al. (2012) corresponds to a mixture of 98.5% SW-Xe, mass fractionated
HL. The model based on the revised SW-Xe composition uses a 124X
corresponds to a mixture of 98.4% SW-Xe, mass fractionated by 7.7& acould have occurred no more than 108 years before solar
system formation. An “initial” iodine ratio for this compo-
nent (i.e. the ratio that pertained on last closure to xenon
loss) could provide further information.
6.2. Model for the evolution of P3 and Q Xenon components
The P3 and Q xenon components exhibit a remarkable
similarity apart from the s-process deﬁcit apparent in Xe-
P3. Although they have slightly diﬀerent isotopic composi-
tions, both appear mass fractionated to the same extent
from a putative ambient gas component – the ambient
gas component corresponding to Xe-P3 could have evolved
into the component corresponding to Xe-Q (solar xenon)
by addition of s-process xenon. Unless this reﬂects an unex-
pected mass fractionation of solar wind xenon with respect0 131 132 133 134 135 136 137
ss
odel based on Meshik et al.'s data
odel based on revised solar wind composition
he model based on the SW-Xe composition determined by Meshik
by 8.1& amu1 favouring the heavy isotopes mixed with 1.5% Xe-
e/132Xe ratio based on the lunar data (Pepin et al., 1995), and
mu1 favouring the heavy isotopes mixed with 1.6% Xe-HL.
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by linear mass fractionation of Xe-P3 and additions of Xe-HL and s-process Xe. The contributions of each component and the degree of mass
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32 S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34to the bulk xenon composition of the solar system, it is
indicative of a similar trapping process having occurred in
diﬀerent environments separated in time and space on an
astronomical scale. In addition, both exhibit excesses of
129Xe relative to their parent, ambient gas, requiring high
I/Xe ratios in their host phase (103 times higher than in
the ambient gas). This high ratio must have held during so-
lar system formation; the excess of 129Xe associated with
Xe-P3 varies diﬀerently from the other isotopes withFig. 8. Tentative qualitative model for the evolution of xenon
components. The area shaded grey represents organic matter in
bulk meteorites, which contain the integrated trapped xenon
composition of all surviving carriers – Xe-Q. Younger, less robust
carriers do not survive the acid treatments necessary to produce
nanodiamond residues; only the more robust carriers survive –
highlighted as the dotted area. Xe-P3 contains a larger proportion
of carriers that sampled an earlier stage of galactic evolution when
the contribution from the s-process was smaller.petrologic type, indicating that it was present as 129I during
parent body processing. Such elemental fractionation is
strongly indicative of a process involving “chemistry”, such
as adsorption, rather than implantation.
Xe-P3 is consistent with trapping from a single reservoir
that subsequently evolved to solar xenon by addition of s-
process material; this might be seen as a one end-member
model. An alternative model (Fig. 8) is of environments
where xenon (and iodine) are incorporated into organic car-
riers with fractionation of xenon isotopes occurring quasi-
continuously in the history of material that contributed to
our solar system. Some of the carriers are more resistant
to destruction than others, so that longer lived carriers inte-
grate the evolving xenon isotopic composition over a longer
period than shorter-lived carriers. Less robust carriers are
destroyed over shorter timescales; in bulk meteorites the
carrier population is dominated by the more recent, less ro-
bust carriers that incorporated xenon after the last input of
freshly synthesised material. The integrated composition of
all surviving carriers (the area shaded grey in Fig. 8) dom-
inated by material with recently trapped xenon is what we
call Xe-Q. The acid treatment that produces nanodia-
mond-rich residues preferentially removes some of the less
robust carriers, allowing the contribution from the longer-
lived, more robust, carriers (the dotted area in Fig. 8) to be-
come apparent. Thus Xe-P3 has a higher contribution of
carriers that sampled an earlier stage of galactic chemical
evolution when the contribution from s-process Xe was
smaller.
The identical processes leading to incorporation imply
that the mass fractionated solar xenon that underlies Xe-
Q might be considered a presolar component (the incor-
poration of which occurred in a similar environment to
the incorporation of isotopically distinct xenon reﬂected
in the P3 component). However, our model does not in-
volve the nature of the processes by which Xe was incor-
porated into organic carriers. Beyond suggesting that it
has occurred more than once over the period of galactic
S.A. Crowther, J.D. Gilmour /Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 123 (2013) 17–34 33history sampled by surviving organic material in our solar
system, and was possibly a widespread occurrence, we do
not constrain the site or mechanism here. Both the inter-
stellar medium (e.g. Huss and Alexander, 1987) and the
early solar nebular (e.g. Ozima et al., 1998) have been
proposed as sites where Phase Q gases may have been
incorporated into organic carriers; in our model the latter
requires recycling of material into the galaxy from other
stellar nebulae. Various trapping mechanisms have also
been proposed, including active capture and anomalous
adsorption (Hohenberg et al., 2002) and adsorption of
ions (Marrocchi et al., 2011), either of which may be con-
sistent with the account of the origin of Xe-Q and Xe-P3
we propose. We propose that a key test of such models
would be their eﬃcacy in producing phases with high I/
Xe ratios.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The ﬂuence and composition of solar wind xenon
trapped in silicon collectors from the Genesis mission has
been determined. The ﬂuence of implanted solar wind xe-
non is 1.202(87)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2, which equates
to a ﬂux of (5.14 ± 0.21)  106 atoms 132Xe cm2 year1.
This is in excellent agreement with the ﬂuences reported
by Vogel et al. (2011) and Meshik et al. (2012). The isotopic
composition is consistent with that extracted from other
Genesis collector targets and from the young lunar regolith.
The question of how the xenon composition observed in the
Earth’s atmosphere originated remains.
The more precise composition of solar wind xenon con-
ﬁrms previously hypothesised relationships among solar
wind xenon, Xe-Q, Xe-HL and Xe-P3. The underlying com-
position of Xe-Q is mass fractionated SW-Xe, with small,
varying additions of 129Xe from the decay of 129I and
Xe-HL. Xe-P3 is deﬁcient in s-process xenon compared to
SW-Xe. It is mass fractionated to the same extent as
Xe-Q relative to a composition that can evolve to SW-Xe
by addition of s-process material. This suggests the same
trapping mechanism operating in similar environments at
diﬀerent times in galactic history. Xe-P3 may sample one
presolar reservoir that subsequently evolved to solar xenon
through addition of s-process material. Alternatively, it
may be sourced from multiple trapping sites, with a more
robust subset selected by preparation of a nanodiamond-
rich residue having, on average, trapped xenon at an earlier
stage of chemical evolution than Xe-Q.
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